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1. Indexing guidelines

There is a sample index at the end of this document. If you are confused by any instruction as you read through this guidance, a quick look at the sample index may help solve your question. If not, do of course contact your production editor.

Preparing an index

Unless otherwise agreed you are responsible for providing the index for your book. We believe that you as the author are best placed to do this task as you are most familiar with the subject matter.

A good index keeps the needs of the reader in mind: what information will readers expect to find and in how much detail? What does not need to be included? It can help to take a step back from the text and think about what the reader will look for in the index. Authors should ask “What is this chapter/paragraph actually about?” (This avoids getting too bogged down in the detail). The index should help readers to locate relevant statements made in the book. An index is often the first point of reference for the reader. A complete and well-structured index can add real value to your book and make its content more accessible to readers.

Our standard requirement is a single combined index of subjects and names. Please adhere to these guidelines as much as possible to ensure the index you submit is to a good standard. The Press will check for style and format, but we cannot check page references or edit extensively. If rework is needed it will be returned to you and this could delay publication.

If you would like to discuss the indexing process in more detail, please do not hesitate to contact your production editor.

Timing

Indexing can be done either:

- at the time of submission using Word’s index function (please let your production editor know if you are using this method)
- or when you have the PDF page proofs

Indexing in Word

(please refer to guidelines on p.12)
Indexing at first proofs

In this workflow, you will index from the paginated PDF, and this occurs at the same time as proofreading. However, you may create a list of keywords in advance of this. For edited collections, you might consider asking each of the contributors to submit 5 to 10 key terms for their chapter.

You will be given approximately three weeks to complete the index. Please don’t underestimate how long the index might take to create (it can take up to about 40-50 hours to create an index for a 250-page book). Please let your production editor know if you have any queries or if you would like them to check a sample.

Length

It is typical to have one combined subject and name index. A typical index should be around 3-5% of the book’s length (i.e. 7-12 pages for a 250-page book).

Using a computer

It is important not to rely on a computer programme to index your book. Human judgement and decisions are always necessary in compiling an index. If using a computer:

- Use either dedicated indexing software or word processing software with an indexing programme
- Be aware that indexing software tools will not index to the page number in the page proofs. This means that you will have to change the page number to match the page proof

Terminology

**Entries**: the main headings in an index, usually found flush left on the page.

**Sub-entries**: the more specific groupings under entries.

**Locators**: the locations where a reader should go to find the thing referenced. Most locators are page numbers, but locators also include tables, figures, and plates.

**Cross references**: point readers to additional entries related to the entry they are currently reading. They come in See and See also formats: See is exclusive, meaning there should be no locators in the entry. See also is non-exclusive, meaning there can be locators in the entry.
Selecting entries

- Main entries should be nouns, as concrete as possible. For example, “characteristics of algae” is an acceptable topical heading in the text, but readers are not likely to look for information about algae under the abstract noun “characteristics.” The proper index entry is “algae, characteristics of.”
- Never use an adjective as an entry. For example, the adjective “absolute” by itself is not a proper entry but “absolute humidity” could be.
- If an unfamiliar acronym or abbreviation is used as a main entry, it should be spelled out in following parentheses, e.g. TCS (Total Conservation Solutions). If an organisation is known both by an acronym and as fully spelled out (e.g. RSPB and Royal Society for the Protection of Birds), ensure that both are in the index, with the page references at one and a cross-reference from the other e.g. RSPB see Royal Society for the Protection of Birds
- If you index a person, include a first name (or at least an initial) even if the text mentions only the surname (family name). Try, as far as possible, to use first names or initials consistently across the index. Ignore any given titles in alphabetisation.

Please remember an index is not a concordance and as such it should not include every single occurrence of a term that appears in the book. When deciding whether to include items in the index, consider how frequently the item is discussed and in how much depth. Usually if an item is only mentioned once in the book, it is unlikely to require an index entry unless the general topic is discussed in depth.

The main entry is always a noun (the keyword); it may be a concept or topic, but not always a specific term used in the text.

Write main entries as nouns followed by the description:

- advertising, types of 000
- epistemology, normative 000
- heating system, balancing 000
- but:
  unity of self 000
  virtues of ignorance 000

Write sub-entries using articles, conjunctions, and prepositions as necessary (and to avoid ambiguity) for phrasing and relating to main entries. Note that a sub-entry must be logically related to its main entry and make sense both grammatically and semantically.

- Nietzsche
  - as different responses to Nietzsche 000
  - and its diagnosis of Nietzsche 000
  - as opposite counterpart of Nietzsche’s ideas 000

How heavily you need to structure your index and employ sub-entries depends on the complexity of your material. Academic books tend to require more detailed indexes, as their readers need to be directed to very specific topics. They are less likely to be reading around the topic as they would in a general book.
Compiling the entries

Find the main entries, determine the keywords, and break the entries into sub-entries as necessary. Remember that every sub-entry must be logically related to the entry and make sense both grammatically and semantically:

- advertisements
  - definition of 000
  - self-interest in 000
  - for success 000

- nonprofit organisations 000
  - tax status of 000–000
  - see also foundations

• Main entries followed by a long line of page numbers will force the reader to search through many pages before finding the needed information. A good rule of thumb is to generate sub-entries when there are more than five page references, so that the reader can easily find the exact information needed.

• Use parenthetical qualifiers (known as ‘glosses’) for clarity:
  - China (country)
  - China (material)
  - or
  - Cox, Brian (actor)
  - Cox, Brian (physicist)

• Distinguish between continuous discussions of a subject over two or more pages (when the page reference is given as a single range: “30–36”) and discrete mentions of a subject across a passage of text (“30, 31, 36”).

What to include and what to leave out

• Index important figures, tables, and maps if you wish.

• Author names are indexed only where substantive in-text discussion of the author or their work is found.

• Do not index information from the prelims (pages with roman numerals) or from the end matter (appendices, contributors, glossary, bibliography), or chapter titles. You may index material from the text introduction, however, if it falls in the prelims (these pages will have roman numerals). More substantive or lengthy introductions should be part of the main text.

• Do not index notes (endnotes or footnotes) if they merely provide bibliographical information. However, you may index notes, if they continue discussion in the text. Do not index sources of information unless essential in the field.
Style

Alphabetical order

We prefer the letter-by-letter style of alphabetisation. Letter-by-letter alphabetising considers every letter in sequence and only the letters. It disregards spaces, punctuation, capitals, and accent marks. Entries are alphabetised as a single string of characters (e.g. “publications” comes before “public works”)

New, Agnes
Newark, DE
Newark, NJ
New Brunswick

• Entries that consist solely of numbers (e.g. 80386) are listed before the letter A.
• Mc and Mac are ordered letter by letter as they appear; de and De, van and Van are ordered under D and V respectively.
• Alphabetise St as Saint and U.S. as United States (United States would be indexed as thus with U.S. as a qualifier)
• Geographical names are inverted – Ouse, River or Ouse (river) not River Ouse, but not those with compound names, e.g. Great Yarmouth, New York.
• Articles (definite and indefinite) are transposed in entries –
  Christmas Carol, A
  Old Curiosity Shop, The

Please use indented style for sub-entries rather than run-on

Indented style (indent one tab)

  artistic
  publicity rights on images of 317

Number elision

• Check elision of page numbers in ranges is consistent and elides to the fewest possible digits e.g. 56–7, 100–2, not 101-102, but for teens repeat the teen digit i.e.115–16
Style/formatting tips

• Do not insert a comma between the entry and the first page number
• Use en dashes rather than hyphens between page ranges
• Present page numbers in rising order e.g. 97, 99, 105
• Make capitalisation consistent
• Check See/See also are used consistently
• Spelling should follow main text of book (common nouns and noun phrases should be lower case e.g. theology, religion. Proper nouns should be capitalised as they are in the text e.g. Bento, São Paulo, Brazil)
• Check alphabetical order (letter-by-letter is our standard)
• Styling of author names must match that used in the main text. Double-check the bibliography to follow the style.
• Use italics for titles of books, songs, legal cases – i.e. Alice in Wonderland; Brown v. Board of Education
• Avoid long strings of numbers or large spans of numbers – use sub-entries to break these entries up where necessary
• Check that spelling, hyphenation, and capitalisation are the same as in the text
• Succinctly phrase main entries and sub-entries. Make sure they are not excessively detailed
• Page numbers referring to figures should be italics and those referring to tables in bold with an explanation of this usage in a note at the start of the index e.g. ‘Figures are denoted by the use of italic page numbers and notes by ‘n’. ‘Index references to notes should be in the form ‘96n’, where 96 is the page number, or “nn.” Plus the note numbers for multiple note citations
Cross-references

These are not essential in every index, but they are useful in guiding readers to related topics in the text.

• See cross-refs are used to guide the user to a preferred term, e.g. adolescence see teenagers
• See also cross-refs may be placed before or after a list of headings. They inform the reader of conceptually related terms, e.g. nonprofit organisations 62, 69 administration of, 278; see also foundations
• A cross-reference indicated by “see” does not also have page numbers: here “see” means that the reader will find whatever they were expecting to look up here somewhere else in the index. The “see” type of cross-reference is useful to link between synonyms or acronyms/abbreviations and full forms
• Separate multiple cross-references with semi-colons, e.g. rights see citizenship rights; human rights; liberty
• A cross-reference indicated by “see also” follows a set of page references or else is attached to a main heading that has sub-headings. It is telling the reader that more information is available somewhere else.
• To refer to a sub-entry, you can use the form “see X under Y,” where X is the sub-entry and Y the main entry. Alternatively, to avoid a string of cross-references, you can use a generic term (italicised), e.g., see under individual element names.
• Antonyms either –
  health 46, 109, 126, 199, 201
  ill-health see health
  or
  health and ill-health 46, 109, 126, 199, 201
  ill-health and health 46, 109, 126, 199, 201

Synonyms are treated the same way.

Common mistakes in indexes

• Entries not in alphabetical order
• Sub-entries alphabetised by opening articles, conjunctions, and prepositions rather than ignoring these parts of speech – prepositions and articles are not part of alphabetisation.
• Page numbers not in rising numerical order
• Combination of run-in and indented style, rather than one consistent style
• Spelling of headings doesn’t match text (e.g. ‘metaethics’ in text; ‘meta-ethics’ in index)
• Sub-entries not logically related to main entry
• Too many entries and sub-entries
• Entries too detailed, excessive description, outline style
• Excessive number of page locators for an entry or sub-entry
• Excessive number of sub-entries with one page number
• Indexing the citation sources (these people are already in the Bibliography)
Resources

You might find it useful to look at indexes in [UCL Press books](https://uclpress.co.uk/) similar to yours. In addition, please see below resources:


http://www.chicagomanualofstyle.org/home.html [behind paywall]


Society of Indexers https://www.indexers.org.uk/

https://tanyaizzard.co.uk/2019/04/14/indexing-your-first-monograph-a-guide-for-phd-students-and-early-career-researchers/

https://www.asindexing.org/about-indexing/index-evaluation-checklist/
2. Index submission checklist

Before submitting your index please check:

☐ Do length, style and format follow guidance?

☐ Are all the main concepts and topics of the book represented in the index?

☐ Have you distinguished between substantive discussion and passing mentions of topics?

☐ Are the words used for the entries clear? Will they make sense to the reader?

☐ Are there long strings of page references or long spans (e.g. 68–100 that might need to be broken up with sub-entries?

☐ Do the cross-references make sense?

☐ Are the page numbers accurate? (please spot check a few)

Please send the finished index (single spaced, leaving an extra line space between each letter of the alphabet) to your production editor in Word. You will have a chance to review the typeset index at a later stage.
3. Indexing in Word

This method of indexing allows you to work on the index upfront enabling you to focus solely on proofreading at the time first page proofs are available.

Indexing in Word is relatively straightforward. Firstly, you will mark the entries you wish to have included, building the index entry by entry. Secondly, you will insert the full list of entries at the end of your manuscript. Please note you will need to use one complete manuscript file for this process (rather than separated chapter by chapter).

1. Select the text you’d like to use as an index entry.
2. To index a word or short phrase

   Highlight your chosen word, hold ALT+SHIFT+X.

3. Edit the text in the Main entry box if necessary (or type in the index heading if you are not using the term directly from the text).

4. You can add a second-level in the Sub-entry box. If you need a third level, follow the sub-entry text with a colon.

5. To create a cross-reference to another entry, click Cross-reference under Options, and then type the text for the other entry in the box. Note that inserting a cross-reference entry does not include a page number reference at the same time. So, if you are including a “see also” cross reference for example, you will have to mark an additional page entry to ensure that the page number also appears in the index.

6. To format the page numbers that will appear in the index, select the Bold check box or Italic check box below Page number format (check both boxes for bold italic).
To index a span of text (called a ‘page range’ in Word)

1. Highlight the entire span of text that you want to index.

2. Go to ‘insert’ in the Word menu and choose ‘bookmark’. Choose a single-word name for your span of text and click ‘Add’. Each separate page span requires a new bookmark.

3. Place the cursor at the end of your span of text and hold ALT+SHIFT+X to bring up the indexing box

4. Enter your main/sub-entry name, then click ‘Page Range’. Choose the name of the bookmark you have just created and click ‘Mark’.

To create your index list

1. Place your cursor at the end of the document before any endnotes inserted using Word’s automatic endnotes feature.


3. Press ‘OK’ in the dialogue box that appears.

To edit the index for style after it is completed

1. Create the index list as explained above.

2. Copy the index list from your indexed manuscript file (just the index list) and paste it into a new Word document.

3. Turn on ‘Track Changes’ (under the ‘Review’ tab in Word), edit as desired and save it with the changes visible to return to your production editor. NB: Changes should be made to the text parts of the index only.
Modifying index entries after you’ve typed them

Word holds index entries directly where they have been placed in the file, as hidden text. To view the entries, you have to unhide the text by clicking the ¶ symbol on the “Standard” or “Home” toolbar in Word.

The index entries are in curly brackets, with the code XE at the beginning. A typical entry might look like this:

Here, “indexing” is the main entry, “in Word” is a sub-entry, and “advantages of” is a sub-sub-entry. You can edit this text to change the index term.

Please contact your production editor if you have any problems.
4. Working with a freelance indexer

In the event that you are unable to create the index for your book we can suggest professional indexers from our pool of freelancers. You would commission the index and be billed directly by the indexer (your production editor will be able to provide a cost estimate). If you have any specific requirements, please inform the indexer. Please also submit a list of keywords if possible (though please do not provide a comprehensive list of terms – around 10–20 words is sufficient). Once complete, you will be sent the index in a Word document to approve.
5. Appendix

Marked up index sample

Index

References to figures are in *italics*; references to notes are indicated by n.

A la carta (television app) 96
Abed Rabho, Laila 11
academic studies 47–8
access to data and internet, problems of 61–5
Acholi 128
Acre, Israel 109 <note figure indicated by italics>
adoption 43
   to news apps 121–3
to smartphones 27, 28, 29, 32–3, 48–50, 121, 238 <note rising order of numbers>
adolescence see teenagers <note style of cross reference>
advertising 36, 37
   targeted 240
Aer Lingus 82
affective dimension 181, 195
affordances 85, 88
Afghanistan 12, 158
ageing
   definitions of 163 <note indentation and alphabetisation of entries>
   issues of 8
   ‘successful’ 162
Agenda Fácil app 90
Airbnb 96, 117
airline apps 82, 96, 117
Airtel 125
airtime (cost of calls) 61–2, 71, 72 <note elision of page numbers to fewest digits>
   vendors 64
Al-Jazeera 122
Al-Quds 8, 161
Wi-Fi in 173
Albarrán-Torres, C. and G. Goggin 49
Alexa 76, 231
Alexandria, Egypt 44
algorithms 155, 231
AliBaba 16, 211
Alipay 210
allotments 75, 143, 200, Fig. 6.2
ambivalence 218–19, 238–9
Amor (research assistant) 12
Android phones 14–15, 80, 98, 166, 173
anonymisation 263n31
Anonymous 21
anthropological research 249–50

'Bafout veterans' 202–3
Baganda music 72
Baidu (map app) 117
banking, on computer 73
banking apps 37, 51, 84, 87–8, 100, 145, 162
battery
  chargers 139
  running out of 44, 93, 126, 139, 140
BBC 82, 125
The Beatles, When I'm 64 163
‘beeping’ 71
Beijing 69
Bento, São Paulo, Brazil
  ‘Care Transcending Distance’ in 242–3
  fear of crime in 173, 226
  fieldsite 11
  health-related apps in 90
  older people in 38–9, 43, 58, 100, 131, 142, 144–5, 161, 167, 172, 179, 199
  smartphone use in 96, 212–13
  WhatsApp in 67, 87, 198, 199–200
see also Brazil

Index

References to figures are in italics; references to notes are indicated by n.

abduction 91–2, 95
abolition of the slave trade 13, 85–6, 100, 197–201, 210–12, 218
1807 Act 189–91
alternative labour 201–6, 207, 208–10
campaign 191–7
abstract accumulation 58–9
Acemoglu, Daron 104–5
Act for the Abolition of Slavery (1833) 198
Act for the Abolition of the Slave Trade
(1807) 13, 189–91
Africa 5, 9, 136–7, 231
abolition of the slave trade 190, 193–7
agriculture 168
anti-colonialism 243
coerced labour 91–3
colonization 211–12
convict labour 208
crops 151, 152, 153, 154, 163
debt peonage 204
decolonization 310–11
migration 316
subsistence labour 74
unemployment 35
workers’ movements 313
see also individual countries
agriculture 8, 13, 50
coerced labour 105, 106, 134
commodities 248
food grains 249
household labour 113
in India 43, 46–7
labour markets 138–9
labour-tax system 206, 208
migrants 184–5
research stations 168
slave labour 130–1
see also cash–crop transfers; peasantry;
plantations; sharecropping
Albert, Michel: Capitalisme contre
capitalisme 66
amphibians 259–61
anarchist movements 7, 320
Anatolia 133, 306
ancient Greece 21, 26, 34, 42n33, 58
coerced labour 96
desertion 209, 270
labour markets 125
slavery 130–1, 132
Anderson, Perry 297
Anglo–Egyptian Convention (1877) 196
Angola 154, 203, 311
anti-colonialism 243
Anti-Slavery International (ASI) 85
anti-slavery see abolition
apartheid 243, 312
Appert, Nicolas 167
apprenticeships 200
Argentina 142, 289, 306
aristocracy 49, 135–6, 183, 283, 287, 289, 290
Aristotle 128
Politica 86–7
artisanal labour 32, 71, 73, 74, 79, 262
ey early history 130
Ascher, Robert 261
Asia 5, 8, 223, 231, 264–5
abolition of the slave trade 190
anti-colonialism 243
crops 152, 154
decolonization 310–11
slavery 10, 194
Sulu Sultanate 211
unemployment 35
workers’ movements 313
see also individual countries
Assyria 131
astronomy 261, 283
Austin, Gareth 68
Australia 13, 144, 181–2, 203, 208
auxiliaries 289–92
Aztecs 58, 159
Babylonia 131
Bairoch, Paul 35
Bakke, E. Wight 108n31
Barbados 40, 178–81
Barker, Geoffrey 96–9
Basu, Arnab 105
Beckert, Sven 8, 62
Belgian Congo 45, 93–4, 225, 311
Belgium 142, 225
Benjamin, Walter 259, 266
Benston, Margaret 37, 39
Benton, Gregor 289
Bhattacharyya, Sabyasachi 325
Bible, the 125, 274–5
birth 90–1
Bismarck, Otto von 238n7
Blackburn, Robin 183
Blanqui, Jérôme 218
Bodemann, Y. Michael 117
Bolivia 23, 228, 307
Bonn Center for Dependency and Slavery Studies 2
Bonny 197
Bosma, Ulbe 8
botanical gardens 152, 155, 158–60, 172n27
Boulvware, Samuel 111
Bourdieu, Pierre 120, 303
Bourdieu, Pierre 120, 303
Braudel, Fernand 217
Brazil 74, 76, 88, 228, 324
Brass, Tom 90
Braudel, Fernand 217
The Wheels of Commerce 61
Brazil 74, 76, 88, 228, 324
Brazilian slavery 193, 199–200
agriculture 168
coerced labour 95
communism 319
crops 154
indentured labour 205
Italian immigrants 131
labour management 185
modern slavery 84
Negro Republic 270
traditions 320
uprisings 306
Romania 311
broad labour 3, 4
briefs, Götz 31
Britain see Great Britain
British India see India
broads 3, 4
Brock, Ditmar 120
Brown, John 185–6
Bukharin, Nikolai: Imperialism and World Economy 245
Burma see Myanmar
Burma see Myanmar
business organization 163–5
Butler, Harold 223
Cahiers de doléances (petitions) 34
Cairnes, John E. 142
Callinicos, Alex 103–4
Canada 1, 3
Canetti, Elias 280
canning processes 167
capitalism 3, 5, 11–12, 44, 57–61
alternatives 248
definitions 61–4
expansion 508
labour management 175, 177
labour markets 142–3, 146
patterns and trends 66–8
periods and types 64–6
plantations 27–8
precarious labour 36
revolution 14, 297–8
slavery 30, 31–2, 38, 39–40
socialism 299–300
work relationships 79–80
working classes 76–9, 229–30, 284–7, 301
see also merchant capitalism
caregiving workers 7, 326
Caribbean 13, 31, 38, 184, 285
abolition 85–6, 191, 192, 198, 201
cash-crop transfers 157–8
see also individual countries; plantations
Carlin, Norah 289
Caryle, Thomas 59
Carroll, Lewis: Through the Looking Glass, and What Alice Found There 263–4
cash payment 59
cash-crop transfers 13, 151–8, 163–5, 193
growing and harvesting 161–3
labour 165–6
seeds and seedlings 158–61
transportation and sale 166–8, 170–1
Cassis, Yousef 67
Castro, Fidel 294
casual labour see precarious labour
casual mechanisms 266–7
Cave, Gen Basil 196
Ceylon 151, 155, 158, 206, 210
planters 184, 185
chain gangs 208–9
Chains of Milan 32–3
Chandler, Alfred: The Visible Hand 176–7
change 259–66
Chargola Exodus 271–2, 280
Chartist movement 284
chattel slaves see slavery
Chau, Nancy 105
cheap foreign labour 7
Chesnneaux, Jean: Le mouvement ouvrier en Chine de 1919 à 1927 55
child labour 7, 105, 319
children 90–1, 112–13
Chile 230, 311
China 38, 62, 135, 175
agriculture 130
capitalism 251
coerced labour 89, 96
communism 295–6
convict labour 209, 212
crops 151–2, 153–4, 155
Cultural Revolution 307, 311
globalization 255n30
indentured labour 137, 205–6, 207
labour markets 138, 143
migration 322
military markets 132
porcelain production 285, 286
socialism 248
Taiping Rebellion 269
trade unions 317
uprisings 289, 306, 325
Chinchona, Countess 22, 23
Chomsky, Aviva 7
Chinchona tree 22–6, 161
cinnamon production 10–11, 21–2
citizenship 299
Civil Rights Movement 312
Clarkson, Thomas 191
class see aristocracy; bourgeoisie; working classes
Clio Infra 9
clove trees 163
Cobb, Alfred 266–7
Godani, Peter 181
cocoanuts 151, 165, 249
Code of Hammurabi 89, 108n18
cocelacanths 259, 260
coerced labour 7, 8, 11, 12, 13, 102–3, 134
conceptual clarification 85–8
definition 84–5
employers 109n39
entry 88–96
exit 99–102
ILO 225
labour extraction 96–9
multicausality 103–7
quinine 24–8
coffee production 29n17, 157, 162, 164, 166
Ceylon 164
ecoogy 163
expansion 170, 171
cognition 264–6
Collaborative for World-Historical Information 9
collective action 14, 71, 103–4, 113–14, 117–18; see also mass desertion; strikes
colonialism 5, 8, 40, 45–6
abolition of the slave trade 210–11
Africa 211–12
coerced labour 93–4
ILO 225
indentured labour 205–6
labour management 182, 183, 184–5
labour markets 135–6, 143, 144–5
local populations 249
quinine 22–3, 26
relational inequality 244–6
working classes 48
see also anti-colonialism; decolonization; Dutch East Indies; forced labour
Columbian Exchange 153, 154
commitment 97, 98–9
Committee for the Abolition of the Slave Trade 190–1
commodified labour 11–12, 31, 37, 39–40, 62–3
commodities 8, 73, 76–8, 115, 127–9
semi-capitalism 248
see also commodified labour; supply chains
Commons, John 4

communication 38, 46, 219, 221, 222
China 295–6
parties 317, 319, 320
Vietnam 296–7
community pressure 92–3
commuters 50–1
comput Buchanan (fictitious parenthood) 117
compensation 97, 98, 200
competition 63, 64
concentration camps 96, 212, 272
conditional exit 101, 108n15
Conermann, Stephan 2
Congo see Belgian Congo
Conrad, Robert 193
conservatism 264–6
constrained choice 87
consumer goods 249–50, 302
contract labourers 6, 10, 74, 80, 206; see also indentured labour
convict labourers 7, 13, 181–2, 208–9, 272
coolies see contract labourers; indentured labour
cooperatives 3, 8, 14, 165, 316–17
Cope, Zak 246
Copernicus, Nicolaus 261
De revolutionibus orbium coelestium 283
Cottenham, Green 95
cotton production 8, 40, 151, 154, 250
abolition 193
consumer goods 249
Court, Sir William 40
Cowie, Jefferson 7
Cox, Oliver Cromwell 38, 40
Cox, Robert 221, 237–8
Cramer, Charles Guillaume 251
credit 63, 106
Crenshaw, Kimberlé 75
crops see cash-crop transfers
crossopterygians 259–60
Cuba 185, 193, 198, 200, 228, 306
Revolution 294, 307, 311
Cumbler, J. T. 141
Curtius, Ann 75
Cusack, Jake 212
Dafert, Franz Wilhelm 168
Das Gupta, Ranajit: Labour and Working Class in Eastern India 46
De Vries, Jan 134
death 101
debt peonage 7, 12, 103, 203–4
child labour 105
coerced labour 90, 95–6
Decent Work concept 233–4
Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work 233, 234
decolonization 5, 310–11
deflection 301, 303
Denmark 189, 319
desertion 269–80
diamond mining 8
direct rule 296–300
direct wages 98
discipline 176, 181, 185

THE WORLD WIDE WEB OF WORK
Ditchfield, Peter 139
dockers 46, 125, 132, 243, 247
Domar, Evsey: ‘The causes of slavery and
serfdom’ 104
domestic workers 7, 326
Dovring, Folke 105
Dufty, Norman 226
Durkheim, Emile: De la division du travail 60
Dutch East India Company 141
Dutch East Indies 23, 45, 168, 251
Bogor Botanical Garden 159
Cultivation System 165
debt peonage 204
see also Java
Dutch Revolt 290, 291
Dutch West Indies Company 189
Eastern Europe 7, 248
Eckert, Andreas 2
Eco, Umberto: Kant and the Platypus 265
economics 13, 163
centrally planned 248–9
crisis 65–6, 67, 69n38
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